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A. Introduction

This it focuses on a specific effort of the'Mathematical Problem

Solving Project (MPSP) directed at presenting process problems to children

and obserVing their performances asthey solved these problems. This

effort was carried out` by staff members at Indiana University with chil-

drenin the Bloo0ington; Indiana schools from September 1975 to May 1976.

This work on process problem solving, was an outgrowth of the first year's

(September 1974 - May 19f5) activities of MPSP related to the observation

IC of children's problem solic4efforts and the resulting conjectures.

Further,-the effort was enhanced by the widely held belief that a goo&

way to improve-children's problem solving perforIninde is to simply have

them solve (and then analyze) problems.

4
educational thought. As ierelates specifically to mathematical problem

solving, the Idea that solving problems will impeove problem-solving,
,

Learning by doing is one of the more commonly mentioned maicims ot

, I

of

\` performance has been frequently hypothesized in the lAerature of methe-,.

. matics elu#tion. The activities described in this report were locUsed

on a. preliminary investigation of the effects of presenting problems to

children without any prior formal problem-solving instruction, on the

children's ability to..solVe the mblems and on their subsequent probl/em,
.4

solv4ngperforMances.

In this preliminary investigationc,factors such as problems and prob-
/.

. .

lem types, problem - solving classroom delivery formats' and

other concerns were to be considered in anticipation.of(alaterand more
.

formal investigation (not funded) of this central hypothesis/ A dis-

tussio of some ofthe above,mentioqed iittors follows. 7
/

Pro lems and problem AsrepOrted'in the 197576 MPSP pro-

,

/.,

imsal, a "problem!' was contePtua'llY defined'"in terms of the individual"
-

as follows: "A problem exists. if he/she (the individual) desires to '
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obtain a goal but theepath leading to tie attainment of this goal is

not immediately known and cannot be foun by using habitual responses."

It follows the also in a generic sense, that the moment of the given',

problem's "solution " .is defined in terms of the individual and can-be

viewed as the time'at which the individual belj ves (s)he has ached
ti..7...,

the desired goal'of the problem. In essence,essence, an iatement Of a probleM

may be viewed by various individuals differently reating, in de sens

itas 'many problems4as there are problem solvers. Additionally, most pr -

'lems canYbe attacked in a variety of ways. Finally, e varying inter-

pretations of a problem and the variety of avenu: 7a-Vailableolfor sOlu-
,

tion remain susceptible to the individual's sen e of'completion. An

answer for one person may be totally unacceptable to another. It may

be argued that commonly accepted definitions and conventions of mathe-

matics and logic will substantially limit individual variations and in-

this way keep the size of the slate'` space relatively Thihow-
(

ever, assumes that they Lproblem solver can employ common elemehts4 and

the developmental work ofiiaget causes one to question the validity
,t

of such.an assumption. On s'left at this point with a fraiework which

providess one starting poiht -the individual problem solver--from which

44

cautious explorations can begin.

Anothgr starting point is the nature of`the Problem types.them-

.-..selyes. Specifically, problem st ements were examined during the first

yedr:(1974-75) with,the jdea that genehl characteristics might be found

which could be used in ;the selection and development of curriculyt ma-

terials'. This examination started with word Problems which aretypically

found in mat atids textbooks. It was fouhd that-these pi.oblems were :

written to elicit use of one or more of the four basic operations. The
.

problems, even those requiring use of more than one operation or the

(.
>-

jt-
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use of one operation more than_oncec required the manipulation of one

condition at a time with a one-element solution set for-each condition.

A simple example may help
----.

.

Example A: Apples cost 10(t each. John bought 3 appleS. Jade,

,

bought 4:apples. Now much did John and Jane spend

together?

N

'oXthis problem, one may calculate John's expenditures, ttlen Jane's

and add them (3 )00 + 4 x 10, Or; one may add theidumber of apples

each Oersiin purchased and then calculate the'total price.[{3 + 4) x 10].

Even if diffeeent problem solvers performed the operations in a different

order, the solution would. 6e common to &IL\ It should be-obvious t

this type of'pr,blem does not fit the conceptual definition of/prob
.- Li

it t&tt habitual responses are elicited. Ihirthfir, the textbO6k

is4generally characterized by the fact that it can be.solved,by direct

applIcatiorkof.an algorithm(s). Another type of problem, the so-called

process problem; was considered and used in the ittal investigation.

The process problem is char/acterized by the eatures that it cannot be

solved using'a simple algorithm (or at least not using one known by the

children), that it lends itself to solution by one olartnore general'prob-
,

lem to1ving strategies, that it often has 'mu ltiple lconditions and/or

" %solutions and that the formal mathematics required is minimal. 4An
.

,

example of this type of probiemA's presented below:
/

.

,-,,.Example B: I have $1.50 in quarters and nickels. They make 20
, .

.1 / coins. How many quarters and nicliR-lo I have?

.

Here there:are sN ix combinationo.of quarters and nickels othich would4

, 4Ptotal $1.60 and 19 combinations that would yield 20 coins. Of these

24 choices that satiny wither condition ally one satisfies bo th condi-,

tions. The solution space for this problem is pictured on,t e next
-t

age.
1.
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Certath;types of multiple condition problems, e.., those with.a low

ratio of number of solutions satisfying all conditions to number of

solutions satisring some conditions, may be more readily solved,thanl

others. Yet, within some sort of reasonable limits; children bberyed

during 1974-75 yeariiketto at least try multiple condition problem

Problem solving strategies. Another.factor considered in the pre-
,

liminary investigation of the .central hypothesis (problem-solving per-
\\

formance can be improved by solving problems) was the set of strategic

that might bp,focused upOn: The decision concerning the strategies

would affectthe selection of problems. Two papers mmissioneVy

the, project and reported in'the 1975-76 proposal focused, amon other

things, on identifying and discussing strategies: typically used in

matical problem solving and/or strategies mo proviate- for

use by children in the intermediate grades. In addition, while search....

of the literature** indicates a diversity of problem-solving strategies,

there are many common strategies. Which strategies ougnt.to be-included
t

* Dale Seymour, "Considerdiohs for Mathematics Problem So4ving.Curric-
ulum for the Intermediate Grades," Unpublishedpaper,commissioned
by the Mathematical Problem,Solvfng Prdject, 194.

Carole E. Greenes, "Identification of.froblem-Solvjng Strategies," .

Unpublished paper commissioned, by the Mathematical Problem Solving
Project, 1974.

Norm n_ "A Review gf the Literature Relatedito -13roblem-SOlVing
(

Tasks and Problem-Solving Strategies Used by Students in' Grades 4,
5, and 6," Unpublisled paper commissioned by the Mithematical
Problem Solving Project, September, 1974;

* *

9
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in the Work of children in the intermediate grades remains an open

question. Issues of desirable curriculum.content.as Well as develC0=

mental abilit are.clearly involved,but the d-irection to follow-is not
. ,

easily seen. Eveneh,thaloappropriate strategy types identified, the

choice of speqfi roblems remains ci en. This choice becomes-especially

cgtical if one goes back' to' theear ier.sta emehts regarding a problem
(

and problem solution. If a 'problem ,statement is interprete0 im various

ways by various individuals and the respective interpretations are

susceptible to varYing.solution:modes, can problem statement be writ-

ten'to elicit use of a particular,,strategy,from children of is age? Is

that even a desirable pap Or, should-a problem be such that it is
.

potentially solvable by uttilizing.one of several stratIgies with
41

concern given-to any,pirticular one In spite of the numberof questions
. .

raised, it was judged thiat the process ,prxdblems hold the greatest poten-

tial for eliciting problem solving in is searan&forN'eliciting4
1

strategies.
,N)

lassroom%delivery format 1 other concerns. In addition to the

probl m types and strategig factorwratell
the hypothesis that

children's problem-solving performance will be improvedby solving prob-
.

lems, the practical issue df delivery into th'e clasSroom remains. Can

one, as the hypothesis su4sts; simply give children mathematicloprob-.
,

lems and ask the children to solve them? Given the definition of

"problem", it would be prudent to inquire how an atypical (unknown)*

path to the solution is te' be fo d without iostruction?' Would some-

thing like hints be,of help? If, so,swould giving .hints defeat the in-
.

tent of the hypothesis? Another possible tack can be found in the

1 earning 4 discovery literature. . Can problemiNbe structured so that

students discover the'path to solutions during the course of their

1,

(

r



work? Such discoveries could" come from hints, or, they could'iltvelop

out of the problems themselves. A sequence, say, easy-to-hard, bf /
c

problems might gradually develop.an idea or, at least, gradually devtlbp

an attitude in students 'toward working On a problem they cannot solve

immediately. Yet, how to s *luence the p oblems is only one part of the

classrdbmissue. How critical athe"\-roles of the teacher and the

students? If problems area -imply given to the students, might they_

work together or would they work individually much like .a test? With

hints, one might ask if it would be the Veacher who would hold them

1011
.

and on what basILIhey might be given out. In a learning-by-discovery

system, students and teachers would necessarily be activeiiiinvolved

in a process of active learning questionThg'.

Three factors considered in the preliminary investigation

central hypothesis that-problem-solvin erformance isimproved.by

solving problems have &ten discussed. APIese factors are the prOblem
.

typalt, problem_splving strategies and the format for deliverY, AL-Further

analysis, of these factors is described in the following section..

B. .0b4ervation of hildreh's nvblem.$olving

At-Indiaa'University three members of the Aathematical Froblem

Cr

ScilYing Project who had had considerable experience with 'children were

assigned develop and implement materTs around'the central nypothesis

that children can become better problei solvers through solving pr lems,

Prior to the actual-deveiopment of these curricular materials, several_
I

questions were raised to which attention was given. These included',

1. Can a grobp of problems which 'elicit the desireestrategies be
identified?

2: Can the identifted problems be placed ih an eas hard sequence?

3. Can god hints 'for the problems ide0iffied be. ound?

4. For the identified problems what materials seem appropriate?c



5, How ddzhildren go about solving problems?

What is the role of thejeacher!in theproblem solving session?,

The best way to fiiidAthe answers to these questions was to test

7.

various problems and procedures with children. The discussion whtch

f611oWs outlines some of the steps taken to answer the above questions.

Froth the list of strategiet'that were. suggested-in the'llterature,

MPSP clecideethatlheitinstkicttonal mat als would focus one the follow-

ing,strategiesi'
f

.' Making a list organizing a list7--

Making a Nagram (drawinge pteture)

looking for patterns .:

1r

Ettimate 'an chOk .:-.;.
;..

ies- inWith these strat Mind,.the team selected problems for the children

to solvg. The selection'of problems Ohs based on the)following teria:

1. The likelihood of eliciting one or more of the,mention
strategiek

2. Ili:, blem.was placed ih a context that a child would like
and ovided a task that a child would enjoy doing.

. The lii4lihood that the child would experience to some extent,
. success.

0
. .

0

. . .An'example of a problem t meets these criteria is:

_Jim wor in an ice cream store. Ice cream, cones
tost 25t. Show the weys that one could pay:Jith for an
ice cream cone.

This problem could be solved by making'a list and possibly organizingor-

tt. The setting of an ice cream store interests children and they enjoy

finding ways to make change. The probleth has 13 possible solutions and

most students should experience some degree of success.

Setting i

With thecoop etion\qf the local
4

clatsroOm reflecting a.representative range of social and economic'siatus

onnel, fifth-grade

was selected for the pgject. The teachv selected ti groups of six

12
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INK
studs eacecontaining of.high,inedium,pnd.low\abilitiesc

re

Aembers of, the team worked' with each group' for 20 -30 .minute periods
.

\, '

.
.

dine, or two times a week (11 `times in 8 weeks),.fn an. extra classroom.-
*

Procedure

ne avafilattle oftions it was declded.to initiate the

one group work in pairs or,indiVidually(their .

,

"141
choicer while the other children `Worked together as a group. An un-/

J.-

limited supply 0f,PaPer was made available Andthe 6hilpiien were asked

ito write down :as much Aetail as posSible s owing how they had worked

ith.the problem. The children's work was t collected ,and kept, in

individual folders. In addition , each session was audio-taped and
, .

few sessi s were v4deotaped

To be in each session a team member, (session leader) read the

problem and answered questions from the attldren concerning the problem

statement. One copy of the problem statement was available if any

/

student wished to read it. While the students worked, the session

leader was available for questions, experimented with giving hints and

initiating discussions. The discussions were initiated by the session

lea r when the students-reached a point when it was felt that.the

group should talk-about the probleOr when the problem was solved.

During the discussions the students shared methods ey had used

in attempting to find a solution. 'When the discussions had ended, the

students' work was collected and another problem was presented or the

group adjourned until the next meeting.

The other member(s) of the team served as observer(s). Particular

attention\was paid,to.how the students worked and to, the role that the

presenter played. Following each session with the children the team

analyzed the data.,

1

13
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After II sessions with each group tiver an eight -week ieriod, the

deCiSion to terminate the pro lem--SOIOng sessions was Made. ,Enough..,

dataifcrr the prep-curriculum development had been collected. The re-
suits of the preblem-solv-i-ng sessi,ions are summarlized Below.

Nr. A
1 rAlp a groui.of problemc w"' h 61 i ci t the desired strategies'te.

'fled? 0*, o

I

Problems could bk._ w Whl C h woulu atty

But the implementation of those strategtes:by the children was at Vary---
ing levels of sophistication. For example, a child mfght.make an esti-

mate and check it. But the ft estimate did hat necessarily follow

a discernable course'of refine ent. Or, a list might be made but no

1apparent pattern or organizat, on was used in-developing the elements of

that list. However', regardless of the level of performance of a given

child, the problems did elicit reasonable attempts at or approximations'

of the deOred strategies.

The problems identified seem, inizetrospect, to have softie discernable

,characteristics. The problems were chosen because "they worked" and the

characteristics 'were identified later. No checklist .or algorithm :for ,r

writing this type of problem-is Intsnded-or felt. to be possible at this.

time The characteristics of these problems include:

(1) All. the probleilis.,are placed in a context to which the children

Ot,could and wanted tofrelVe. to.- Some problems were based on a -"real"//

.situation; others were-not so real but, 'still of interest. The same math

-conApnt in another conte get little attention. For example,

Now;many ways can you make Change for 25t" generated less, interest than

.theiCle) cream store plroblem-Mentioned earlier.

(2) None of the problems selected could be solve directly by an

...algorithm (at least snot by one known to the child). This is in contrast

04
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10'1\
.

t;iq'typicaa textboOk problem which-cakusually be solved directly
f ,

1

by apptication Of an algorithm (o a combination of algorithms such'
! .

---

as the,addifion, subtraction, multiplication or division 49gorithm.
'1,..,.:.

-

/
i

(3 All of Ow problems require minimal mathematical skills. At .

6 , '. -17.
6 ,

-their simplest leve.Wthe problems could0esglved by count/Mg: 'No ,.

higher lnereflonscwere needed' and observations indicate-bhat counting

wts used most frequently to solve., Lme pfublems For excimple,.in the

$1.60 probIem.the childrencould'count by ftvet soften on their fingers)

l

instead-of multiAying or ividing by five.

CI)
1 )

(4) Most of the prob ems' multiple solytions-or required find--

,.
ing .several solutions

co

to arrive-at the final solUtion.
.

For example,
.

.

.

"Show all the ways John could get his allowance of $1.60 if he only got

quarters and nickels "' is a multiple solution problem: 'Asking, "How

manu.ways could John get his'allowance of $11.60 if he got quarters-and_
IP. ,

nickels" is a single solution prOblem which,.in effect, requires find-

ing several solutions.

(5) Many of the problems included two or more Conditions which

shad :to be considered simultaneously. Some-problemsrequiring;the'manipu-
,

lation of two conditions were quite within many children's ability range.

For example, in the $1.60 problem using quarters and nickels the children,

had little difficulty in organizing, to some extent, a list showing'ato'

least46ome of the solutions. However, those problems with three or more

'conditions were generallytoo difficult to elicit a particular sicategy.

The problem where John is paid hilallowance'of $1.01in nickels, Mmes

and quarters. with 19 coins is an example of a problem with (at le Os.,

three conditions. Here the solver must work with three instead of two

different coins equaling $1.60 in addftton to the third condition on

,

using 19 coins. Some children did find solutions to this problem, but

.15



I 6.

di net solve it using a listing strategy. Other children would focus
. .

, * on'one oe- two conditions while ignoring the other conditions.

' - (6) There Was a conscious attempt to write the problems using
.

langmage that would be correctly -interpreted by childreti". While no

f., A, .
. .

,

.

.

formal criteria were developed for 'these characteristics, a stron

Aitfeel"for "good" problems grew ,and it became evidenti`that problems .,

t

.which oug10 to '&Iicit a particular.strategy, from an- adult's tancrpdint,

.. .

,
. ct

t-,/
would not necessarily el icitrthat:strategy -the children solv d

*when . , ..
\,-____cu

. ,

. ... ,the pfeblerp.
I

A notg should be' added here that _these problems pifloduced the desir-

able result that the children enjoyed worloi6 on the problems' to the

extent that they were anxious to get more and even asked to' take

- home. This highly motivated behavior .is in contrast to the somewhat

. I
.reticent outlook'encounteeed tt th9/beginning of these sessions. Whily,

. ,
eit is clear thata 'part'of this change must be tttributed to the special

nature:of the situation and,the relationship developed between the chil-

dren and the MPSP personnel, it became -equally appareht that 'a substan-

, IWal part 'of the motivat on' was dile' to the interaction between the

students and the Problems. 'These children liked to solve these problemsf
.0 .

2. Can theidentified problems be:placed in an easy -to -hard sequence?

Inorder to develop an atmosipheri conducive to opi and imaginative-

attempts to solve problewSwithin the groups, the initial sessions con-

centrated on interpersonal' dynamits and the identification of "good"
AL '

problems. Difficulty ind sequencing were secondary- issues. When, in

about the-sixth session, sequencing was addressed as an issue, it was

discovered tbat -the issue had ;hanged.



11.

4

12.

analysis of the firstffive sessions yielded the rea ion

bait kolr:Ams vitoch might be corTsideredi4NiCult" were given to stu-

dents in the early.'Sessions., Also, diffi.dult problems had, to some ex-

"4.

tent, been alternated with easier ones in-thetspirit of "t edoing".

Carrying this initial 'seguencekidto the remaining cPcqinnr. the PPri

;40ings were validated. An easy -to -hard sequence Wu.; iessl,rccessful
Ilk 4 *

ifl involving the children than simply providpg problenik that motivated

them. Thore appeared to be a neeefor seqincing but the,sequendIng

inCluded many important; factors such as, motivation and variability as

well 'as an easy-to-hard .order.

3. Can good. hints for the identified problems be developed?

.

Over time, attempts to provide hints fell iptO two categoriesr One was

the typical type of hint ihat.one finds in mothematicS texts taking th

form of an information provider or'reminder and presented as a statement.

When given this type of hint,students tried tdfit.the tnforation into

their solution mode whether it was actually appr priate or not. Fre-

quently, a supposed hint became a news )roblem in that the student ended
.

up trying to figure out how or why anyone would think the "hint" would

actually telp. The statement seemed to carry. with 9 an. imperative for

use. The second category of attempts to help students' problem solving

gain momentqf,took the form of questions. The questions'themselves pro-
,

vided little direct aid or nOw'information. What they really did was

to get discussion going among the students. The questions Are evaluated.

If one seemed of no value, students.rejected it. No imperative for use

'seemed to be attached to the questions. In this catalyst role, "hints"

in.the form of questions seemed quite good at getting students thrdugh
4

100'
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. How do children go about solving problems?

. 13.

The,,,;tructure, initially chosen for the problem-solving sessions,
-

' was !presenting th,,,,e problem, working` on the problem and discucsi,,,q the

children's work. It was felt reaco,,1* ,It ,i5 taili011 aold

then mutr:, i'le structure as the children's need sieved to dictate.
v

4 L .t

'The yroblem presentation periad was. intended to et'the problem- lving
-

statement 0 the children and a'low them to clar fy pleir underst ding

a( lit: During this time which lasted onlyja feOtinutes, the children
° i

.

lnitially.as.kgd, questions aimed at both problem omprehension and at
0

finding'or',gaining approval of a solution mode. The latter'queWoning

dissipated quickly)when the session leader refused to Provide this direct

type of assittance. To some extent, the comprehehsion questions decreased,

in number also. This, it: is felt, reflected the children's increased

'skill at comprehending problem statements though this conclusion remains

tentative. While variations of presenting the problem were-tried (e.g.,

having a student read the problem statement,ihaving each child read hs/her

own copy of the statement silently, haVinig no presentation time as such)

the existence of a "time" for presenting the p-rablem and having compre-,

hension questions asked seemeeessential:I-

The period for working oft he problem :was, at the outset, the most

open- ended of the three periods More than with either of the other two

periods, it was felt the childrer woad have to provide'their own path.

Paper was given 'and grouping meats were ma-dej From that. point
(

on, the children were in charge o their'own efforts. As it turnt'out,

no other'formal structure wasneeded. While, the teen' presenter remained
. %

in the neral vicinity of the problem solvers, the children worked very
.

. .i
muchon t eir own. Most children varied the level and nature of their

interaction with others.::At times, some would work; alone while remaining



(physically) within the group or the

14..

ni fit . 'd might

jusf look at a' fh.- d solved a

problom seemed to be a ,strong catalYsi in helping a child get started.

or renew his/her efforts. Questions were posed to .partners or to group 4

members. Declaratipris were made and attacked. Arguments developed and',

were resolvm0_ The flow of thesinttachon, was rapid, varied and un-

predictable. One child might sit quietly observing %discuksion and

suddenly cut through the difficulty with resolution. Or thro gh an
r-

insight, a debater might 'suddenly di-staler the "key" to the prob em.
4

The paee andnature of these problem-solving times varied. But, after

several attempts atighanipulating the structure of this period, it be-

o
.came clear that the children could and should be left to their own

01/41/ices as long as behavior remained within reasonable limits. When

the limits were Crbssed, a quick wordprom the session leader brought

the children back to more acceptable 15ehavior: .FinalTY, it should be
)

kept.in mind that, on occasion, the children,did ask the ession
a

questions. The availabilityof this outlet seemed indispensable and

the manner in which -it developed is discussed below.

The dispission session was intended to review and-analyze the

process of plying the:problem and drartceneralizations from the,woric

done. Also, since no indication of rightness or wrongness of their

solutions had been given to the children, it was felt that if such in-

.

di,qtiom was indeed needed, this would be the place. As it developed,

the diSCussion did all of these things to some extent. The strategies

which the childre plpyed were escussed. Generally, the children

fooused on the a° ions that led to their solution's. While many children

were anxious to r late what-they had done, othtIrs were not. And those

who wanted to talk'about their work were not necessarily the best problem

1.9
0.
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solvers uric, uia not necessaril, -gave the correct answer(s). Analyzing

yed and generalizing took place only if initiatedthe strategies.emp

. and directed by t

at analysis, e.g.,

session 1eadee:4 While the students became better

lookingfor patterns, they did not initiate th6
A

activ4y. Generalizing to a formula remained a part of the discuSsionv
N

that, met with little-success or improvement. Although for some 'prObliems

the children were not told the correct answer(s),they ingleated a def-
40.

iiii'te 4eferente iordibeing tb.ld the answer(s) after they had completed

their work on a problem. No,data other than student comments_specifically
\

support or refute the propriety of giving the answer(s),-but since giving
-,

answers was most comfortable for the MPSP persOnnel and the children,

tthis was done during the discussion.

5. .What teacher actions are appropriate to complement (foster) the
.children's problem-solvinCbehavior?

Since the children's activities in solving problems provided the

lead for deterthinipg teacher,action, latter actions.are covered

in the three parts of the problem'-solving session just uilined. The

session leader was serving as a teacher in the sesslcions,with children.

le- An analysis of the session leade 's actionswas importapt so that later'
N

teachers might be.advised.
on'

0,1

The'problem presentation period was simple and straightforward.

The session le read the problem nd answered questions specifically

relating to the meaning of the problem statement. The attempt was made

in the reading of the-problem to emphasize or otherwise signal importan

words, content, etc., and the problem-was reread on reqgest. Questions

like, "Does that'mean you're supposed to add?" or "What should I do?"

were responded to with a_statement to the effect of "I can't answer

that ". The children quickly accepted and adapted to this.rule.
.

1/
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The role of the session leader during the working-I-the-problem

phase, initially,. WI less clear:6 As mentioned, efforts were made to
\\

provide hints. , Allb, for a couple of sessions, childreG-Werze allowed
0

to ask any question they Wanted ex&y the "Is this the right answer?", ,

variety. Questions like "141at do I'do now?" came up but nothiper.more',

, substantial. Initially, '"Is,,,this'right?" questions were asked iso.

0

Session leader moves Qrf giving hirp,.answering-any and all questions

an not doingJanything failged to foSter children' rogress in solving

r

pr lems. Two session leader actias were grl ncOured that did

'help. 1) Asking questiory to fost r corizreheh ion or problem attack

seem to, Move'the Children from ead center. For example, "What is

the important information?", ' hat will the.lanswer look like?", and a prod

to searching out alternate solution modes, .e.g., "Is there another way

.to
,

try this problem?", often helped get a problem-solution process

going again. 2). Forcing the question back into the group,was another

adult action that met with some success. Saying something like, "It

v.

ht fas\good idea to ask Frank", or "Have you checked with Karen on

that?", # ndell.to get the,interaction going again. As discussed,

interaction then served.to move the proces5 forward.
5.01

, .

Discussingthe probleffi after the childreri had solved the problem

wis, like presenting the problem, more adult-centered and structured.

The session geader..organized and initiated the discussion and gave the

answer(s) td the problem. As mentioned, children were eager to tell

/- .

what.they had done., As time went on, there Were/volunteers as soon as sa

the discussion period began. Analysis and 'generalization required

step-by-step questions from the session leader. Often the children

did not seemito understand the line the session fader was following.

In these ca'ses, analyzing and generalizing was just dropped. As

/.
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mentioned earlier, 'the children wanted, in' the end, to know the answer(s)
A > .

to trNproblems. It Was found that saying,somth'ing:likerr '!Here''s how

----I'd solve this problem" and modeling a SOlution'mode was Inigt successful.

\ Mr

At this' point, answer(s) aas(were) gi /en. This miod61-4ng Is not a 'questi on-

and- answer time Nor was it a lesson or lecture. Rather the leader tried

to discuss (show) how one might solve the problem. This modeling-A! a
cf

solution,mode seemed-to hold the children's inerest best and bt received

the plost.favorable resPonse.
t

Other Experiences
. -

The team had additional experience with fourth and fifth graders

by piloting avaluation instruments and other problem-solving materials

that were being developed by the. MPSP. The benefit of this work was

two-fold. 1) The team gained experience from a classroom teacher's

of View by using various instructional modes h total classrooms.

2) As part of the evaluation instrument development of the MPSP, the

team participated in piloting the instruments with various classrooms.'

One of the efforts involved giving a set of problems 'to an entire, in-

tact classroom from 'which the children had been drawn ;for the special

sessions. An informal attempt to sort the,work of children who had

been given special sessions from the other members of the class was

1made. It was possible to separate their work from their classmates

based4upon the ability, to generate and sustain an attack on the problems.

This informal sortinlwas not conclusive 6ut it did provide an indica-

tion that solving problems might improve problem-solving ability.

Pepftration of Alatex-s>bals

The goal of the problem-solving sessions and the other work with

children had been to provide sufficient experience for the team so that

problem solving' material based upon. the central hypothesis- could b

22
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develovd. The Work with children

for producing materials which would

abilities throgiisolving problems.

4t1

had provided the critical element%

improve children:s.problem-solving

The,eleMents include")

1. Creation of a classroom situation conducive to problem solvin

To do this it wgs felt that the teale"i- hid to.facilitate'

students' efforts by: t.
- legitimteing all students' attempts to solve problems,

- aiding students only in understanding the problem,

- allowing each student to .frow hIs/her Own sense of how
to attack the problem,

I'
not becoming involved in the problem-solvtng process per se
and,

achieving' closure on respecbi.ve problems through a discussion
including review, analysis, genvalfzation and modeling..

. In place of hints, questions which regenerated the'groupprkess

were .to be used.

3.. The opportunity to view samples of .others' work was thought to

be useful.-

Each udent had to have_control within widedeportmentlimits

of his her ownsproblOm-solving efforts;

The focug of materials,development had,to be centered on. interaction

among the teacher, the studen s and themeterials. The relatively novel
'

1

yet necessary teacher behaviors were to beinterfacedwith-the:equally

novel student behaviors. Yet there could be nO masgrive in:service train

ing of teachers. A way had to be found to present problems to children

and tb utilize appropriate teacher moves in the spirit of the conditions

) cited above.° These factors resulted in the decision to develop a problem-
/

solitng bulletin board which, Vfa a problem-a-day appr seemed .to

.

haV9 a good.'chance at being a possible vhfcle to deliver problems to

23
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the childrgi7;ithput a great amount of Work on the-teacher's part.
,

The bulletin board contained four instructional parts.

of the board include:

"PrOblem"--lotated.in

ment of the probleb.

"What Others Have Tried"--located be

40
dente*. at -the top and,

These parts

eiState-
,

)

ow and,to4theirigpt of the

problqm statement! It contaihs samples

on the problem..-

.

of ether students" work

*

3, "Will This Help?" ,-located be ow and to the left of. the problem

statement. It contains a group of que4i and ideas. that
,

helped students' in the problem-solving sessions. progress with .

their work on the Oroblem:

4. "HereVSoM.More...InterAied?"--located in the center at the

bottom contains additional problems--extensions ofthe problem

.% . 40
statement for students to work on.. This.sectiom was added to.

encourage student initiative,a4-well as allow'further study of

problemsolvinrbehavior.

Permanent hoi ders,were designed to hold the instructional parts

forseach problem. The perManent holders were placed on an orange diamond

background so that it'looked like theijollowing:

Have You Tried.ThiS?,,

-

The title page for each of the holders was-deSigned to civer'and hold

the information for each part The:Cover for the problem Statement was;,

made of clear acetate' so that vie problem Of the day was always visible.

Thecovers for -the remaining parts were made black acetate so that the

2d
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stud had to'lift it up to use the inforMation. title for each

par was silk-s5reened on the.acefate s et in .yellow. The gse of Drage,

yellow, and black as well as the app ranee of,the acetate made the
ft0

board a very attractive element in the classrooM.
0 ..

While the'problem statement was always visiblethe other partS

of the board were designed so that thestudebts could rettive only One-

.piece of triformation 'atta time.. Fon-example, the questions for "Will'

thishelp?"4re-typed on individual sheets of paper so tiiak if the stu-

dent Wanted more iMformation he needed,only to lift the sheet ofirpaper

to find thg next piectof inforMaAn. The bottom-of the pages were

eaduated so:that it was easier to lift-one sheet ofvaper each time

the materialssfor each problem were stored together in a packet

for he teacher, Each packet consisted of four pieies of materials,

, ,
,,.

h cofrespond to each of the sections of the board described above.

To begin a.problem, the teacher took the problem packetAnd plaged each

problem section in its place on the board.
t,

Clas'srobm Procedure

A classroom..procedure for implementing the delivery system was-

developed. ,i1.11's procedure ,contain5 three steps 1) Problem Intr

2) Solution Effort, and 3) Problem Discussion. Tahlekprovides an

Overview of the steps and a listing of the-possible teacher an student-

behaviors during each step. These listingi are examples of behaviors

to provide a feeling for each step. They are not intended to be com

plete orto represent the outer liMits of behaviors for the respective

tion,

/steps.

2.5



\ Table 1
\

Bulletin Board Classroom Procedure

21.

Step Outcome Possible Teacher Behaviors Possible Student Behavior

1.: Problem.
. Intro

r-

Students -will

understand
problem
statement

put problem sections on
boards .

- present problem to class
- facilitate discussion/
qUestion .asking re:
problem comprehension

- organize problem7solving
process

- explains/reviews board
sections

- read problem on board
- listen to problem being

tead

- ,write` out problem

record key information
contained in problem

. - ask questions to clarify
. 'problem ,

...Anwar

Solution Students _will - devote class time to
Effort 4 develop and try

'''' 40 at least one
strategy for
solving problem each' other and/or share.

-work on problem
-;facilitate student efforts
encourage students ta help

ideas

5

works alone-on prOblem
reads at least one t'

section. on hoard

works- wiih 'At least one

Peer'otl)prObl efil/eictensi ols

_discusses 'problerlwith
peers y

works. on and /or discusses. .

probl eM/eXten s ton s with

.ami 1y. members,-

Problem Students will
Discuesion_ discOss'their

respective
effort& and
gain new insigHts
into the problem

, .

- devote 5 minutes' to

presentation of problem .

solution
- allow students to

demonstrate thei.r.
(differgnt) solutions/

\processes
aid in.brinding to light
,generalizations inherent'
in work- on'laroblem analysis
analysis '

- offer' to discuss own

-
process/sol uti on (s )'

1 isten/d tscuss,"other s

process/solution(s)
- analysis
- generalization
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D. The Pilot Study: Part ,1"

-While the problem-solving board concept seemed intriguing, the

lack of experience with this type of instructional material caused

many questions to arise. It seemed prudent to pilot test, on a small

basis, the instructional materials themse.kfes before the materials were

utilized to test the central hypothesis. A two-stage design was adopted

to allow testing first of the bulletin board concept and Assuming

succets of the pilot, of the central hypothesiS (utilizing those materials).

The pilot study of the bulletin board materials focused on their

viability by asking the folloWing questions:

Does the prT)lein-solving bulletin board:

1. generate the desired affective set?'

2. stimulate the desirRrnteraCtion among students?

3. adequately-deliver the informatton to the student

4: contain enough, information to allow students to make reasonable
attempts at solving the problems?

5. contain materials the studenig understand and utilize?,

6. yield the desired teacher behaviors?
rr

7. provide problem- solving practite to the'extent that it improves
problem-solving performance (in the spirit of the commonly -held.
conjecture)?

In addition to the speci(ficissue of prob1401-solving_ board viability,

questions of what accompanying materials teachers might need and what

(classroom) teaching techniques worked well (and not so well) were in-

cluded for examination.

Design

Initially, it was felt that observations of the problem-solving

board in use in the classroomi\and interviews with the participating

teachers and some of their students would provide sufficient data to

.evaluate the viability of the problem-solving board. Later, after the

.27
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expeilence of piloting the evaluation material (see page 17.) it was

daeided to add comparison, on a post-test basis, of the children who

had worked the ten problems on the problem-solving board with one class

of fourth graders' who had no contact with this pilot test effort. Four

problems were selected' representing a continuum from standard textbook

problems-to'a process problem (as discussed earlier). While this com-,

Nkrison was recognized as a nonformal and fairly crude test, it was

felt to be a fair-prelimifary look at the pote tjal effect of the problem-

solving board,

On third-grade, four fourth-grade and three fifth-grade teachers

volunt red their for the pilot study. All but one 'of the fifth-

grade classes were located in one school which had a population most

representative of the total school district. The-other fifth-grade

class was selected on the basis of availability. These classes, as is

typical in th6 school district, were self-contained except for reading,

and consisted 0.22,28 childry each The teachers represented.a range
. °

.
erirence and styles .

e

.

'Wh--,teachert4s,gfven'a complete problem-solving bulletin board

' nd'Adiyptot5eMilackets.- Each packet containing a "Problem", "Will This
. ,

,"r .

.ITItairt4hat 401064S 'Have Tried", and "Here's Some More...Interested?",

4"A-4*.tald to.gettier by a paper clip, and the ten packets were contained

in a large manila envelope.. The packets were placed in each envelope

in random order.

In-Service Procedure

A'One-hour meeting was held for, the teachers after the school day

at the school building frOM which the majority of classes came. (The

one fifth-grade teacher from another school was given materials and

information on an individual basis.) Teachers had been visited prior



tothe meeting and given an overview of the.materials. Following the

tilting, those in attendance werexasked if-they,wanted to volunteer 'it)

try out the new materials. Seven teachers attended the meeting. Five

volunteered and three others were recruited at a latex date. An overview

of the meeting is presented below:

I. Introduction: The goals of the meeting were outlined-as being

the presentatiori of the probleM-solving board materials and the

volunteering of participants for the pilot study. Background on

the project as a whole and the first semester problem-solving

sessions were given at this time.

II. Description of the prOblemi and their use: The three-step process

was described and some ideas regarding classrooM use were discussed.

Specific mention was made of-the deed for the.teachers to adapt the

board to their own classrooms So that a realistic view of its via-

bility could be gained.

III. Solving a problem: .0ne proble6 was solved with an-MPSP person

acting as teacher and the teachers in the role of studeks.

IV. A question and answer session

V: Request for volunteers

Study Procedure

Over a 21 school-day'period, four fourth-grade,.three fifth-grade

and one third-grade class worked ten problems on the problem-solving

bulletin board. Teachers conducted their classes as usual integrating

the problem-solving materials in the manner they saw fit. This yielded

a variety of teaching styles using the materials (open-traditional class-

rooms; teacher directed non-teacher directed problem-solving sessions)

and a variety of problem-solving.environments (some udents took prob-

lems home; some were'to work on the problems during. math time). The

29
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three MPSP people visited each class as scheduling permitted, and on 'y

occasion, took charge of a ssdn to experiment.with teachiTg modes.-

Informal discussions were heYd with the teachers whenever-possible and

each was interviewed following Completibn of all problems. In addition,

A 'ttudents from each classroom were interviewed. the students interviewed

represented the ra e of ability and interest levels, found in their

rooms.

Results of Pilot Study I

1. DOES THE PROBLEM-SOLVING BULLETIN BOARD GENERATE THE DESIRED AFFECTIVE
SET?

The bulletin board proved quite effective in generating the desired

affective set. The observation data cTearly shows that 4.students were

involved, interested and enthused during the problem-solying sessions:

Ttle data also indicates that the teachers were quite pleased. and excited
--4

by the students' interest and'success with the board, In interviews,
4

teachers related many instances of children checking the bulletin board

for a new p:rarTiM as soon as they entered the reom in the morning and

of children's disappointment if a problem-solving seSsiOn.had to.be can -

Several

celled because bf scheduling conflicts.

teachers were quite surprised to-fin& this enthusiasm demon-

strated
,

by children who typically did little work (and poor quality work)

in class. That the children were 'able to attack the problems independ ly

and with such vigor also surprised and pleased most of the teachers. Stu-

dent interviews suppdrted the observation and teacher interview data.

The children told of their own pleasure and excitement dtili/ing the

problem-solving board and some exessed disappointment that the board

was no longer being used. It seems qUtte,eyident that a very positive

affective climate existed in all 'articipating classes.

30
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2. DOES THE PROBLEM-SOLVING BULLETIN BOARD STIMULATE THE DESIRED INTER-
ACTION AMONG STUDENTS?

"Observation data corroborated by teacher and student intervieWs,

indicate that there was a substantial amount of Interaction amongsstu-
_,.:

dents during the "Working on the. Problem" stage. In a manner analgous

to the earlier problem-solving sessions with small groups, the,level

and type of interaction varied among students and across problems. Yet,

there was always the hum of discussion and it was unusual to observe a

period during which a disagreement over a soltition or solution mod& did

not take 'place: It is important." to note that while there was muck

interaction among the students the children reLined on taskand there

Were no disciplinary problems to\speak of.

3. DOES THE PROBLEM - SOLVING BULLETIN BOARD ADEQUATELY DELIVER THE
INFORMATION TO THE STUdENTS?

All three'data sources agree that.the problemsolving board proved

to be a very viable means-of delivdring,jnformition to the students.

.

Its, design and color scheme were attraclave and the flaps covering some
C

of the information served to raise thildren's curiosity. While the

manner in which'the packets of InforMation'were held under the cover

flaps was found 'o be flimsy for the type of use given the materials,

the basic design Was indeed adequate for the task.

4. DOES.7HE PROBLEM-SOLVING BULLETIN BOARD CONTAIN' MATERIALS THE STU-
DENTS UNDERSTAND AND UTILIZE?

1
Theproblem statements in the "ProbleeNsection of the board, by

general 'agreement of observers, teachers and students were quite under-

standable and useable

The questions in "Will This Help?" section also proved to be fbnc-

tional'and understandable.

31
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The sampleseof other children's contained in the "What Others

Have Tried" section received 'mixed.comments. Observers indicate the

section was 'useable and the samples seemed to be understboCI by the chil-
-Az)

`dren. The teachers, however, generally felt the samples were hard toa
read because of poor reprod tion and not easily interpreted: Children

A

interviewed said they could read and understand the samples but that,

generally,the-section was of little help. ExaminationS of student papers

w

and analysis of the interviews led'to the conclusion that, while teachers

. did not Aecessarily understand (or like) the samples of student work,
o

the children did. Further., while the children could perceive no direct

aid being provided;.the sampleslald help provide the feeling.of control

-over the problem: Intile end then, the "What Others Hap Tried" section

Seemed to betfunctional and understandable.

"Here Some More...Interested?" problems received 'little atten-

tion while t e board was in use. Teachers indicated they gave little
.z

attention to this section and did not really understand its, funCtion.

Student interviewt clearly'showedthey did, not use the section and a

Main reason giyenwas.hot;knowihg what iti was about. Tot whatever the

.reason, the functionllhg of the "Here's Some More...Interested?" section

was not clear to.the politilEipants and the section neve got enotigh,use

to be evaluated. IF

5. DOES THE PROBLEM-SOLVING BULLETIN BOARD CONTAIN-ENOUGH INFORMATION
TO. ALLOW STUDENTS TO MAKE REASONABLE ATTEMPTS AT SOLVING.THE PROBLEMS?

The answer to this question requires some extrapolation of the.ob-
°.

servation and interview data. This is 'always a risky and potentially

incomplete butineSs. 3uff'ice it then to say that no one was able to
1

4) suggest additional'information
toijnclude on the board which would further

enhance its performance.
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6. DOES THE PROBLEeSOLVING BULLETIN BOARD YIELD THE DESIRED. TEACHER
BEHAVIOR? .

Although the experience and styles of the participating teachers

varied, a uniform pattern of techniques evolved for the problem-solving

board use.

All teachers read ,the problem statements to the students and re-

,

sponded to comprehention questions. Queries directed at specific solution,

modes, e.g., "Does this mean add?" or at answers, e.g., "Is it 8 ?" created

some 'discomfort!' All teachers quickly (by the third or fo rth problem)

develep responses which did not answer these questions and did not

create discomfort for either teacheror student; By the end of the pilot

test, this stage was going,smoothly and as expected.

The secl stage of NorkOn the Problem" also created some initial

uneasiness in the teachers. The unfamiliar feel of the new materials

coupled with a degree of skepticism regaRking the children's chances of -4
V '

success contributed heavily to'this feelfrig. Yet, throughout the pilot

study, the teachers ,remained apart from the students' efforts and re=

directed,questions to either the.board itself or to other. students:
_ 1

-Phrases like "I can't tell you if its right but you might check with ,

Esmerelda to see if she agrees with you," and "Would it help ifyou checked
i

the board?" were developed by all teachers. Having this type of phrase

available and seeing-the children's enthusiastic efforts had the effect

of making the teacher's more comfortable with and staying apart from the

children's efforts. At the end of tie study, this stage was also going

as desired.

The third (and final) stage, "DiscuSsion" was, like the, preceding

two.itages, an uncomfortable oneforteachers initially. They were unsure NJ
i.

how much input they were to provide and whether or not the "right answer(s)"

f. were really to be given. Not knowing the right answers addertiothe
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uncertainty. As thejlilot studyprogressed, the teachers w re able to

feel at ease with the review 9f the children's .problem solutions. One

or two of the children were able to successfully model a solution wide.

Generally, the review consisted of checking wolf that children pUt on

the board. While success with analysis and generalization was expected

to be minimal and the teachers were told this, they also agreed that4

attempting these activities was important. "Yet, once4the revie of the

children's work. was complete, no one was able to make reasonab e efforts

at'analyzing or generalizing. A question like, "Does anyone see anything
f J-t

else in this problem?" would receive no response and the matter was left.

Further, the teachers were unable to achieve what'the observers felt was

satisfactory closure. Generally, the problem-solving session ended with

the commencing of another lesson., A summary of .a given problem was seldom

done and when attempted, was-done poorly.- It must be kept in mind, however,

that this limited realization of the Discussion stage dioffeticit affect the

other two stage's of the problem-solving process .in adiscernable way.-
A 1

While attention and effort must be given to improVing:the DisCussiOn stage,

cgotion must be applied so as not to dampen the affective set developed

and loseithe open approvh the problem-solving board is able to generate.

The issue of teacher materials became the most ftequently and vehe-

mently addressed issue examined. From the in-service meeting through the

end of the interviews teachers unanimously stated a desire-for, at least,

the answers to the problems. An interesting pattern related to this desire

40,0, was desctibed by these teachers. During the first few (2-4) problems, the

teachers felt a great need for answers. radually, this need diminished
k

,and, while tht&-tequest for answers remain d, few specific, reasons were

given for the request and no other materials were requested.
*on
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7. DOES THE PROBLEM - SOLVING BULLETING BOARD PROVIDE PROBLEM-SOLVING
PRACTICE TO THE EXTENT THAT IT IMPROVES PROBLEM-SOLVING'PERFORMANCEZ

The post-test comparison of work on problems done by participants

in the pilot'study with those who did not participate supported the

earlier finding that solving problems in the manner described doe'sm-

prove problem-solving performance. By examining the post-tests to s'ee

whether the children's work (on paper) Would demonstrate ah ability to

note pertinent problem characteristics and utilize at leatt one of the

appropriate strategiet% members of the Indiana staff not directly in-

volvelAn the pilot study were able to identify 64% of the., children who

participated in the pilot. In contrast, only 27% of the non-participating,

children were identified asidemonstrating these abilities. This identi-

fication was informal in the sense that no statistically reliable criteria

exist. Yet, Nle consistent differentiation of the work on paper of the

children who had been involved with project problems 'from those who had

not continues to providea strong suggettjon that solving problems im-

proves problem`solving ability.

ANALYSIS/DISCUSSION

The central goal' of the pilot test was to test ,;he viability of the

problem-solving :ulletin board. The goal was accomplished; The problem-

solving bulletin board was shown to be a viable means of delivering problem-

solving materials to the students in a manner that yielded open and imag-

inative efforts at solving problems. SufficientCinformation was presented

in an appealing, upderstandable and useable fashion th`students inter-

acted with each. other and their teachers in a desirable and productive

manner. Data regarding teacher behavior'was less abundant and, therefore,

not as conclusive. Since the desired student behaviors were seen, one

can to some extent assume that the desired teacher behaviors also Occurred.

Yet the data that does exist sAgests that the. Discussion stage of the
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blem-solving p'rocess might not be as well.developed by the teachers

it might have be-en. Clearly, abetter picture:qf teacher behaviors

is needed before any solidly, based recommendations can be made.

It-seems clear that teacher materials, in the form of answers, are

needed. Although the need,on the part of the teachers, for materials
,

decreased during the pilot study, the availability of answers seems to
100,

be a necessary (and reasonable) form of seNcity for the-teachers. It

should jibe noted that with a minimal (1 hour) amount ofin-service'work

the bulletin board and no teacher Materials did yield, with the possible

exception of the Discussion stage, the desired teacher behaviors.

The mechanics of the proSlem-solving bulletin boll& worked smoothly.,

'The packets were easy to put up and take down- $torage of packets mot
=

in use was somewhat inconvenient and awkward. A change seems indicated.

The flaps over the various sections of the board worked well though the

-strips of'acet holding the packets under the flaps do need to be

secured more firmly,. While it is clear the problem-solving board worked

weli,llow it was utilized is not known. Que tions li14 which sections

were most utilized and whether certain ,problem generated more use re-

main to, be answered.. In a senseab next levelof questions about use

of the problem-solving bulletin board were ready-for examination.
.

FinAlly, and although the pilot was not primarily designed to look

at student ch nge, the differentiation on the basis of work on paper of

the children w o participated in the piT'ot study from those who did not

provides an intimation that the type of open and imaginative effort at

solving problems provided by the problem-solving bulletin board does,

indeed, improve problem-sqlving ability. This preliminary finding sug-. 4
gests i rather powerful_poteniial for this type of learniqg and certainly

suggests the fruitfulness of pursuing the inquiry into both hg problem-

solving boafd and the hypothesis_that children's problem-solxing ability

is improved by solving problems.

6
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All efforts to this. point had been directed toward a formal test

of the hypothesis that solving problehs will improve children's problem-
.-

solving performance. Work had progressed well and a suitable set of

materials had been developed. While some questions about the problem-

solving bulletin board did exist, they could be answered in the testing

of the hypothesis. All systems were go except one.. At this point,

notice was given that funding for MPSP would be terminated at the end

of the academic year.'

It was immediately clear tha there was not sufficient time available

for a thorough test of the hypothesis to occur. Something less,compre-

henOve would have t4 occur kthe remaining time. It was decided (afei-

some .deliberations) to' tempt 'to gatherithe information about the problem-

`solving bulletin boa to fill in the gaps from the pit study. (A more

formal ,test of the centhlAypothesis would havetd"be,delayed for another

time and another_project:

E. Thb Pilot Study - Part II 4

Part II Of the pilot study was designed to examine in greater.detail
k

'the Woriings of the problem-solving bulletin board related to the central

hypothesiteat problem-solving.performance will 4e. improved by solving

problems. Specifically, the second study focused on. the following,:questdons:

1'. Does the problem-solving bulletin board yield the desired teacher be-

havi'ors? Special attention to the Discussion stage ofthe classroom

e'lproblem-solving procedure was essential to confirm or refute the rather
oft

sketchy data from the first study. Furth r, a clearer picture'of the

Discussion'stage would permit a better study of the whole of teachers'

behavior and the classroomproblem-Solving procedure.
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2. Are answers ,sufficient as teacher materials'? This issue follows

dieectly from ttiefirst ;study and .stems self-evident.
.

,3. What use is given to th parts
6of

the problem-splving bulletin board?

While the firt study demonstrated that the children did Use the

bulletin board, no da,ta wag ke5r(as.to'the use which the respective

parts' received or to any pattern§ of use--of either the 'parts or the

whole--that may have developed. Counts of the use of .ttle, respective'

parts bf the board over the course of a study could,rOvide valuable

information on the effec, Veness of the.bbard and the growth of the

children's skills.
4

4. Could insight be 'gained intdthe validity of the central hypothesis
3

._ ...
that no' conclusive answer, to the question of student growth was possible,

.

an 'exploration of the issue was felt, to be reasonable. , Clues gaitiea

,

from this type of exploration might prove quite useful at'a later date.

Parenthetically, it might be 'added that attention to gaining some in-,:

sight into the validity of t'he hypothesis.Was always present in' the

that problem-solving 'performance will be' improved by solving th)

bulletin board problems ?, e- i t was fully ecogn Ind 'and accepted

investigators' focus..

Material s

The bulletin board was kept intact, With one. change. The "Here's

Some More...Intereseed?" Section was eliminated and replaced with "What

You Have Tried". This new section was a blank space -outlined in yellow

and was intended for student woek. Those students who wanted to' share

their work with others had a place to put their work.

..Teacher materials in the form' of answers were developed. ,A single

sheet .for each problem w)s wrten. The' sheet contained thra1r wer(0,

for a problem along with the following reminders:
\
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1. Make sure everyone understindsthe problem.

2. -'Working on the problemsis'more important than getting a solution.
Let the children "mess" with the problem.

Encourage children to talk with each other and work together
, if they want.

4. Allow and encourage-as much%use'of the bulletin board as possible.

Also all problem pacfcets'were-fiaced in a sequence in a three-ring binder.

Finally, the number of problems was expanded to fifteen,
. Fourteen

of the problems were chosen as seven pairs with each-pair of problems

being judged equivalent. Pairing the problems was done to faCilitate an

unobtrusive examiA nation:of student change.
a

4

Design,,

Essentially, the design that was utilized for the first study'was

mtilized here. 'ObserVations were coupled with interviews ,of both the

teachers and the students. In this study, teachers were scheduled It

-their convenience for use of the board and a more detailed observation

protocol was developed.

Aio additional items were added to-this degign: First, for each

°problem in the lower right-hand corner, of each sheet of "Will ,This Help?"

and "What Others,Have Tried" a grid for students to chec placed.

A

'Students were to check each time they read a sheet. A tal, of the checks

would provide.the,needed'data to analyze in detail use of the board.

Secondly, the pairing of the problems was intended to provide a basis

for examining student change. Problems were paired so that numbers 2
..

.

and 15, 3-and 14; 4 and 13, etc, were equivalent. Work on the paired

problems was to be examined for change and improvement. The first prob-

lem was intended solely as a warm up and was selected for that -pure sue.

39
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Six classrooms from three'schooli. were usedin this-study. Two,

fourth-grade rooms were in one 'school. One fifth grade was in :another

and two fifth-,and one.sixth-grade rooms were in the third. The fourth-

and fifth -grade rooms functioned in-a fashioh similar to the classes in

first study and also contained 22 -28 children. The slxth grade was

math class in a departmentalized middle school. It had 16 students.

Taken as a group, the six classes represented the range of characteristics.

in the school district. 'The teachers were representative,of the range,

of styles typically found.

Procedure

The distance between the'school builbings. necessitated holding

three irk- service meetingt. TeacKers hp been recruited prior to the

meetings sq, unlike thefirststudy, the sessions were directed entirely
.

at the teachers gaining an,understanding of= and feel f6 the problem-

iblving bulletin board system. Each session coveted the same topics and

each'remained on an informal basis. All - meetings lashed 45-60 minutes.

The.issues covered during the respective sessions were:

'I. Introductionr The concept and goals of the problem-solving bulletin

board were described/and background.on the study was given.

II. Description of the board: A 1044eddescription ofthe problem-

solving bulletin board, its Ratts and the poOplem-cOlving tlassroom

proceduye was provided.

III. Solving a problem: The first problem in the classroOm sequence

was solved by the teachers who assumed tho role of students. The

Indta6yertonnel,plaedteacher.

'IV. Question and answer:. The Indiana personnel discussed' ny questions

the teachers had.
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Over a twenty school-day period, the six classes worked on the fif-

teen problems. Four classes completed all problems; one class completed

thirteen; one completed fourteen. The teachers adapted the materials

as they'saW fit and,conducted the problem-solving sessions at a set
Y.

time each.day. 'This permitted more frequent and more thorough observa-

tions of the problem-solving bulletin board stem in action than.the

previgps pilot.'

Results

'=.1. DOES. IHE' PROBLEM-SOLVING BOAIID YIELD THE DESIRED .TEACHER

BEHAVIORS?,

The primary focus here was to be the confirmation and detailing

of'the sketchy initial findings that stages one (Introduction of Problem)

and two (Working on the Problem) went as expected. At stage three '(Dis-

cussion) the observation reflected a variety of behavior ranging from

little more than review of the children's work to extensive analysis.

Essentially, what was observed added to and confirmed the information

from the first stuq. The teachers experienced a general uneasiness

during the first two or three problems.. This gradually diminished. Dur-

ing the first stage, the teachejs experienced some doubts regarding how

much information they should give out. As more problems were worked,

the boubdary was established 'arid no difficulties were encountered.

The second stage, Working on the Problem, went quite well Tlik

teachers were, able to remain outside of the children's problem-solving

efforts. the teachers had same difficulty in not answering

questions directed at solution accuracy or solution modes. But as the,

students' successes in working on the problems became more evident, and

as the teachers became more familiar and facile with the needed techniques,

this issue was resolved. Phrases like, "I can't tell you that but you
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may want to check it with Hermineand "Have you checked 'the board?"

became part of the teachers' repertoire and were quite successful in

getting the children back into the problein-solving process. The

teachers"generally reported a decrease in sfUent questioning during

this time.

During the third stage, the teachees lenerated a discussion_of the

work the students had done. Generally, tniS took the form of having a

few (4 -7) stud tits put'their work on'the.board and discuSsing it. This

"discussing" ranged from a mere check-for accuracy to a broad analysis.

of,strategies used. One of the teachers consistently developed this

stage by looking for patterns in the respective problems and relation-
, . -4

ships between problems.. This,was part of her. style and her children:

seemed fairly able to understand her ations. In drawing out these

patterns, she'primarilydeveloped ideas that the students had raised

in responteto her questioning. That they did respond at all, iS no"te-,

wort

stud

Although all teachers had to review the problem statement when
, .

work was being examined, one teacher placed special emphaiis on

this paint starting with the fifth problem. (Prior to this, the Diussion-

consisted of having problems put on the board and checked.) He constantly
t.

related work on the problem to the conditions of the problem. He also

began modeling a solution mode in'the manner suggested. During the model-

ing he also emphaSized the necessary match between his actions and the
(-7

problem constraints.. These latter two teachers clearly made an attempt

to utilize the DiScussion section in a more meaningful way. One did

so in the manner described during the inservice, the other in a manner

more to his own style and unique to this point. .Both methods seemed to
')

involve a reasonable portion of their respective classes and, to this

extent, were successful in enriching the discussion stage of the problem-
. .

solving process.
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While there was a range of teacher behaviors in using the problem-

solving board, it is instructive and of equal import to know that all

teachers felt quite comfortable with the materials and all were able to

adapt the problem-solving board to their own teaching style.

2. ARE ANSWERS SUFFICIENT AS TEACHER MATERIALS?

Providing answers to the teachers seemed to be enough teacher ma-

terials.' The teachers stated that, they reerred to the answer sheets

only during the Dfscussion stage, though a few did indicate'they checked

the numbr of solutions to multi-solution problems before the problem

went up on the board. One'teacher who began by reading the answer sheet

before the problem went up stopped doing this because she-was prone to

give out all information she had (in her head). In effect, by not knowing

'0-e information, she was able to say "I don't know" and redirect the

children to the bulletin board or their peers. Answers, then, provided

the needed.support and no teacher requested or thought of any other ma-

terials that would be helpful.

, WHAT USE IS GIVEN TO THE PARTS OF THE BULLETIN BOARD?

The check-off system in the lower right-hand corner of the sheets

on the problem-solving board failed in gathering data on use.of the

board. Te#chers, generallyNid not remind the students to use the

grids. Where reminders were given,the instructions varied froM reminder

to reminder. Observations and interview data, agre
ef

that use of the grids

was inconsistent and erratic.

Observation reports show that with the firstproblems, the problem

statement was probably the most used part of the board'. Students read

and reread the problem apparently to clarify.their'understanding even

after the Introduction stage.1L Gradually, thisj.concentration of energies

seems to have dissipated to where ther;i-obiem statement ireceivedess

attention thang0he other parts of the board.
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The overall use of the board diminished over time also. This was

especially true when the secon 'of the paired problems were done. .The

children commented as soon as the problem was presented that they had had

one like that'beforer They were able to proceed with little attention

to: the board.

The function of the board seemed to vary from child to child. Soine

children invariably checked all parts of the board before working on the
.

problem. Others
I

checked it after their work was-done: Some did not

seem to use the board at all., Others used it only on some problems.

(Whether those who did not use the board got the information by asking

others is not known.) It seems that not only is a better record-keeping

system needed but that some studies of individual students' use of-the

board would also be,helgful in determining its actual function for the

'children.

4. COULD INSIGHT BE GAINED INTO STUDEN1 GROWTH AS A RESULT OF USING
THE PROBLEM-SOLVING BULLETIN BOARD?

The'design called for comparing studebts' written work on the paired

problems. ,.It was hoped that some preliminary ideas about changes in ,ork

as a result of working 4n the board could be gained. In fact, prelNnary

ideas were'developed though not always in the direction anticipated.

From the Work on paper which was handed in, there was some discernable

change from the first to the second problem of the paired problems. A

small but consistent number of children showed some improvement in their
. .

work. This grovides some small sense that growth indeed-occurred.

A stronger feeling of student growth came from the obServations and

interviews with teachers and students. All of these sources,agree that

the children's behavior in each case-on the second of the paired problems

was grossly different on, the first., .Iminediately after hearing the
.
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second problem, comments like "We've done thi$ one before except the

days, are different" were madd.° Little attention was given to the board

Conversations with peers changed from abstract discUssions of potential

paths to matter-of-fact work with a known solution mode. In terms of

the definition (see page 2), the second problem statement had ceased

to be a problem. The path to the solution was known. That a problem

type should become a painless exercise and not a problem after only one

sample from the group is most impressive. Learning and retention at

least for a 17-day period (this was the longest period between a pair

of problems) Most certainly happened.

For some children the.first set of paired problems provided an

adequate growth opportunity. No further growth was effected by the

second Set. For other children the second set of paired problems pro-
,

vided another growth experience. At the.end of the problem sets it

appeared evident that no additional growth would take place without some

new influencing factor.

ANALYSIS /DISCUSSION.

The second study succeeded in providing a more complete picture

of teacher behavior in, relation to the problem-solving bulletin board.

This picture shows all teachers able to perform as desired for the.

Introduction and Mork on Problem stages. The, Discussion stage showed

varying levels of development by the teachers. This is not a totally

unexpected findng. Teachers are not typically required by most texts

to lead the students toward analysis and generalization in the manner

desired in the prAb16-solvirig bulletin board. Further, it is unreason-
.,

able to expect 1 one-hour 4-service meeting to Orovideadequate training

in .such techniques.. In spite' otkthe variance.in the Discussion stage,

the desired student behaviors did occur and there is a strong indication
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that growth also occurred. ,Any action t 'provide more substance to

the Discussion stage should proceed with caution. Too much emphasis

on it could dampen the overall effect of the problem-solving board. A

balance must be achieved between theoretical thoroughness and empirical

success. The.key to this balance most ltkelplieswin the students'

excitement and enthusiasm in working with the problem- solving. board:

'Using only answers as teacher materials was successful. While it

se s feasible that some additional materials might help ease the dis-

comfort the teachers felt in the first few days, none of the teachers

'could identify any. They all agreed that the experience'of those first

problems was more instructive than any printed terials.

The failure of the check-off grids was a disappointment. Reliable

hard data could have provided interesting and valuable insights into

the use of the board and Its component parts. In retrospect, the ex-

pectation that the childreit.would conscientiously check the grid seems

unrealistic. A more functivoal system needs to be devised.

40 Yet some valuable'information,
soft but valuable, was, gained re-

,

garding use of the problem-solziiii board: The heavy rereading of the

problem statement during the initial problems.and the gradual tapering

off.of this activity is interesting. If one assumes the problems to

be of roughly equal. difficulty, it seems that the students became more

able to pick up the information critical to the problem solution during

the Introduction stage. Increased skid in understanding key issues in

a problem statement is also suggest d by the, overall' decrease in the

use of the board. All other factors e.g., interest level and success,

'being equal, the need for the assistance of, the board seems to have

dimiTished. That the children began looking at the board after they

had worked the problem, to their satisfaction suggests a continued need,



forthe board and a rather interesting set of learning styles.

It seems clear to the investigators that the central hypothesis

that merely solving problems does improve problem-Olving performance,

was substantiated at least as practiced in this study. Whether the

three procedural stages (problem presentation, solution period,and.

'discussion period) are essential eleMents, whether:the particular set

1

of problems or whether any of the other. factors present in this study

are essential remain open questions. A fuller investigation of the

central hypothesis should be carried out. One may in turn ask if in-

struction can and/or should be employed to help the students move-On

to more,sophisticated levels of thought and, if so, what instructional

mode is best suited to do this.

F. Summary Comments/Research Implications

The effort described in this report represents a year-long attempt

(1975-76) to.gain insights into children's problem-solving efforts through

an examination of-the hypothesis that problem-solving performance is im-

proved by solving problems. This section briefly summarizes the most,

important issues dealt with during this effort and provides some'impli-

cations for future research suggested by each issue.

All the thildren involved in attempting to solve the various prob-

lems were able to employ, at some level of sophistication, the appro-

priate problem - solving strategies. This was done without formal in-

struction in the strategies. That children do employ the strategies

opens the question of what qtrategies'are employed most commonlfby 11'.

children and which are used most effectively.

The affect seen'was generally and consistently high. The children

enjoyed working on the problems and were:motivated to make serious and

sustained attempts to achieve solutions. The factors precipitating this

response remain to be delineated and analyzed thoroughly.
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The problem-solving bulletin board was successful. (Students were

able to employ the desired' strategies and they were Ativated to work

on the problems. Affect was good. Nrther, the board was adaptable

to a variety of classrooms and teaching styles. This initial success

with one type of curricular materials strongly' suggests tge value.of a.

broad scale development and study, program on an ongoing basis.

Throughout the year, the different groups of students who partici-

pated in the efforts described herein demonstrated a leveling phenomenon

that was roughly similar for 'respective grade levels. For example,

generally speaking, the fifth-grade students who participated in the

initial small group work, those involved in the first pilot study, and

those involved in the 'second pilot study all reached the same leverof

_sophistication in problem solving. The use of formal instrumentation

to validate this finding is a needed step. Further, if the findings

arevalidated as anticipated, the reason for this leveling phenomenon

would remain to be uncovered. Following in this line are issues of what

new materials and /or strategies could be employed to move the students

beyond the leveled degree of problem- solving. sophistication.

Finally, the central hypothesis tha roblem-solving performance

can be improved by solving' problems received strIong, consistent, and

continuous support throughout the year4long effott. Over two hundred

students from three grade levels solved a variety of problems that em-.

. rd
ployed a' variety of problem-solving strategies. Formal instrdction was

never deliberately employed and yet all students, virtually without ex-

ception, improved to some extent ineither or both the cognitive and

affective domains. The fruitfulness of studying problem solving via

-exploration of this hypothesis is forcefully demonstrated by findings

presented throughout this report and by the wealth of potential topics
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generated.by the exploration and sketched above. Although much work

remains, a small but valuable step toward understanding and improving

children's problem- solving performance was, made through focusing on this

hypothesis.

G. Some Conjectutes Retated to CAUdten's Pnobtem Sotving,

The report of the investigation on learning to solve problems'by

solving problems contained in the preceding sections was based in part

on observations and conjectures made during the 1974-75 year of MPSP.

The observations collected and' conjectures made during that year formed

the basis for many of the activities of the year-1975-76, durlwhich

this investigation took place.

In 1974-75 the observations of children's problem-solving efforts

were made in three ways:

1. by,watching individual children and groups of children as
they solved problems;

2. through analysis of the children's written work;

3. through interviews with children regarding their work in
problem solving.

The observation of the children was limited to fifth-graders so

that developmental factors would play the least possible role.

Problem-Solving Sessions

Problem-solving sessions with the children generally were of two

types: (1) observation of children working alone, and (2) observation

of children working in groups of three or four. In a few instances,

if slightly larger groups were observed. It was antictpated that children

might perform. differently when they4orked in groups than when they_

worked The observers' role during these sessions was to present

the problems to the children, to, answer questions about the meaning of

words or terms, to clear up misconceptions about the problems if.,they
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arose, and to encourage the children to write down Or talk ahoit what

they were doing or thinking. In most cases, the sessions were audio-

tape recorded for later analysis. In addition the observer took notes

to supplement the tapes.- The children wdre provided with paper and

pencils if necessary and any materials relevant to the problem.' For

certain problems concrete aids (chips, blocks, geometric shapes, etc.)

were also provided. The observer showed the students what materials

were available to them and urged them to use whatever materials they

wished.

Among the observations initially mAde are the following:

- Children us-9411y wanted to "tompute"-the.answer. They seemed to

be conditioned to add subtract, multiply or divide.

- They were. "answer"- oriented.

-.They did not want.to "mess around" with. paper and pencil.

- They, were not used. to working in small-group settings cooperatively;

- ,They had not:had-experience witiv'the processttype problem.

- The relied heaiiily on adult. (teacher) guidance and direction.

On the other hand, with some time and encouragement,-the children

did.begih to solve some of the process prOblemt. From the above observa-
,

tions and subsequent actions of the children the following2.conjectures

were formed.

Conjecture 1. Children grade 5) can solve some .process problems.

The observers analyzed the work of children in their problem-

solving efforts. The children 'initially did not have many strategies

to call upon. Most of the children made a "stab" at a possible answer

'ind'asked a adult if the answer was correct. When they received ho

response other than a-smile and "What do you think?" the children turned
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to-check their own work or asked another student. Essentially no other

strategy was observeq.

Conjecture 2. Children (grade 5) without training use only a trial-
and-error strategy in solving process problemt.'f

An attempt to examine what made a problem difficult was pursued

using different types'of problems. Issues related to reading and word,

,

phrase, and sentence complexity were examined by presenting the same

problem using different-words and sentence structure. Problem difficulty

was alsd examined by'varying,thenumber of_ conditions.- While the issues

of. reading and number Of conditions seem to have a direct bearing. on

/problem difiidulty, the issue of problem interest .or motivation seemed
.

to hOe the greatest weight. In other words; if2the'children foUnd the

problem interesting, they generally could handle difficulties related 0

to reading and number of conditions., The number-of conditions was a

factor in difficUlty, but just where the-difficulty existi is not clear,

Sometimes children could solve a three-condition'problem, but.not a two-
.

condition problem. There seemed to be an interaction among difficulty,

number of conditions and the size of the solution. spaces for each condi-

tion (i.e., number of possible solutions for each candition).

Conjecture 3. Children (grade 5) can solve'some multiple-condition
problems; but the difficulty of these problems seems
to be related to the number of conditions, size of
the solution space and the motivtion inherent.in
.the problem.

Toward the end of the first year,.an attempt was made to teach some

strategies to children to see if they could use such strategies.- This

teaching was done by asking the children to solve a problem and then

"discussing and analyzing ft. In'this analysis, different ways of'solving.

the problem were presented using various strategies. The children were.



encouraged uses some of these new strategies iti solving these new

problems.

Conjecture 4. Children (grade 5) can be taught some problem-
'solving strategies and they can use them in -solving
new problems. .

The fact that children could use. Some Strategies in solving 'problems

encouraged the MPSP staff to seek a way to teach some"strategies in. a

more realistic, setting than using one adult with three or four children'.

further, there was' somb qUestion as to which strategies were more appro-.

.priate to, teach the children: During the second year, efforts were 'conIP

tinued to work with small group-teaching and Observation (as described0

in previous' sections of this report). The activrtie's in' the early part .

of tfig year indicated that childrengrew ,in slinply-4
by solving problems,'

At.

atniecture 5. An effective way 'for'children (grade 5) to, learn toY

solve' prebl ems is by solving probl emt .

P

The studies related to the problems presented on the bulletin board

developed from conjecture 5. As the work with the btilletin board con-

tinued, the observations shifted from observing only children to observing
both teachers and children. There were three 'phases in: the bulletin board

.

,"
Probl em-stal ving . Study : the problem presentation stage ,-' the work -on -they,..

lioblem stage, and the debriefing or. discussiiig:the=problem stage. :Stu-
'dents. whoSe, teachers spent time analyzing and general izing.Problerg, so1U-s.

tion§ in the discusSing-the-problem stage 'seemed' to exhibit greater growth"

in problem-solving Strategy acquisition.

,.;

,

.o

Conjecture 6. The acquisition pf .problem-solving sfretegies by
children .grade 61 seems. tq be related tci"the teacher-
directed analysiS and generalization of problem solu-

,

.41.
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The six cakectures listed, ove were gathered through observations

over a peilod.of two years:' ,Wtile the MPSP :project staff hoped-to gather
. .

. , . .

more evidence ((;0 support (or reject) these conjectures, this hope was not
. - . ,

realized under this grant. 'On the other hand, these 'oplijeCtOres can -pro- ;.

vide individual staff members-'(or other mathematics educators) a. point

of departure in theii, individual study of children's problem Solving.

41.
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